
Presentation to faculty on block.
The slides here are from a presentation to faculty in mid-year, the first sharing with all, but after the decision had been made to go to block. Presented, but then time given to “test” with the larger group of teachers and staff. After this presentation, we created an online “discussion group” where teachers could ask questions or comment online and I would answer questions for all to see and they could respond. This went on for a couple of weeks. It brought up some things that we needed to answer and clarify, but showed that we had really done our work and could answer most questions.
We basically used the slides with parents a few weeks later at course registration time, with some changes because by then, the questions were settled. More below.
The slides are really more talking points so I have added the “talking.” Hopefully it will help!I will explain more of the process as I go through slides.
The first part of the slides is really not about block. It is presentation of a new vision (although, again, this had been presented to faculty leaders, school leadership, etc. for vetting prior to the whole group…seeds had been planted and tested before communicating the vision in this manner.
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I put this section in for two reasons. First, it puts the block decision in context of a bigger picture, making block tied to accomplishing the vision, as we discussed it this day and in the days after. It came up naturally, without making it a big deal that block helped vision. 
Second, it also made sure teachers knew that we were careful in crafting the future. This wasn’t the first time they had seen or heard of the vision, but was the first time seeing it as definitive. The process for this gave them a trust that spilled over in the somewhat more controversial block issue. So, it was nice to put them together. Hopefully the process of vision helped them trust and work positively in the process of finishing block.
So, I left the vision slides in since they were intentional.
When we presented block to parents, it was at the end of a presentation in an evening in March about course registration for the next year for high school (although block affected other grades, too). We normally had an evening to give booklets to parents, present using slides, and answer questions about signing up for courses so we didn’t make the block change a big deal, just added to our normal presentation. We changed the slides some, since things were settled, but basically the same. Because we had done our work in research and process, we had few questions and as we went along, few problems with parents when implemented. We did present to junior high parents, also.
But, for parents as for teachers, the evening we presented wasn’t the first time they heard about block. We prevented surprises and encouraged their readiness by mentioning it a few times before the decision was totally made when we could still change it or back out, if we discovered things we didn’t know. I had sent some notes to parents about other things and included a little about block. I tried to communicate clearly but not so much that it seemed like a big deal.
So, the first six slides here are about upper school (7-12) vision and were used with teachers in mid-year. By mid-March, we had settled block and shared it as done at our parent presentations, so we had a 2-3 month controlled dialogue with teachers after this to settle some questions we bring up in these slides.
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Well, if you don’t have a positive teacher culture or you are new, you may not want to use this one! It was funny but serious.The picture of the girl and the sign was a real protest by students where a district was eliminating block due to financial reasons, I believe. If you are using 7 periods and switch to 8 for block, typically teachers teach more periods, but basically the same amount of time (and, in our case, same number of students, just spread out over more classes making the load not more, generally, and smaller classes…selling points to faculty in spite of going from 5 classes to 6. I will explain more about that.)
I shared the prevalence of block in schools. I do not have current data, but I believe it was around half of high schools use block. And, this slide gave a chance to put a child’s face on the benefit, that this block thing was not a new, radical idea but done broadly and with very positive student and teacher “feelings” generally. It gave an emotional touch to the “why” and served to cause complainers to pause, not just logically but based on “feeling” from seeing students in the picture.  
I know this may not be what you were interested in, but as I go along, “how” we “sold” it was important. And, things like using vision tied together and this picture with information about broad use helped create “feelings” important to a positive reception by all. Something to always consider (I just saw a piece that said the best way to engage a group 
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to sale something is a picture of a lady with strong facial expression…statistically. Not that it is all about sells, but it is about helping break down barriers and helping teachers and parents be at least open to the idea if they have reservations.)
Actually, in the process of presenting block, there were large numbers of positive comments from teachers, parents, and students who had experienced it before. I was surprised at this. There were negatives, and that is fine. They needed questions answered and if we couldn’t answer them, we should. If we were wrong or doing some part not good or not well received, we looked at ways to change it. This openness helped faculty “buy in.”
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Again, instead of presenting everything as done, we presented the “known” and defined areas for decisions yet to be made here and later in the presentation. Sometimes if we just say “this is the way it is” folks don’t respond well. But, buried in the vision and the open questions that follow is the clear statement that we are doing block and a certain type. Having parts to discuss deflects any complaints about actually doing it, and gives teachers a place to comment and input without making the actual decision a target. If we had any of those inclined that way.
“Eight periods.” To clarify what this meant to teachers (and students), we went from 7 to 8 periods. Eight periods over 2 days, so 4 a day.That is pretty normal in block, but there are some other variations so we clarified.
(We did not bring this up at this point, not wanting to distract to some potential negatives, but I had looked at minutes in class carefully in a variety of ways. Our blocks wound up being shorter than 90 minutes, which is sort of normal, closer to 80 because of an activity period we had each day that was used for chapels, clubs, special meetings, study time, etc. We pushed hard to put all needed meetings and specials into this activity period as another way to not interfere with class and protect class time…it worked but it cut our in class time to less than 90 minutes. We made sure they met the minimum criteria for state required time in class. We emphasized that we wouldn’t lose because of the large amount of 
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“transition” time we saved. Every five minute passing takes five plus another five to get settled and focused, so you save around 30 minutes a day from transition. I also looked carefully at total minutes a teacher would teach, going from 5 classes to 6: it was the same, basically. And, by the way, the teachers had “duties” when we used 7 periods so they taught 5 and had up to 6 with additional duties like study halls.)
(We were able to actually eliminate so called extra duties going to block, because we called the 6 classes for a teacher assignments, not classes. Some were assigned 5 to teach and 1 as a study hall, for example, so all class time needs were assigned as part of the 6 teacher assignments. We tried hard to make assignments equitable, based on number of preps, number of students, etc. If a teacher had more preps, he or she may only teach 5 and either have a block for extra prep or a study hall or other duty…whereas a teacher with a couple of preps and an average number of students would teach 6 classes for their 6 assignments.)
A/B: four each day, alternating days. Another “known.” There are a variety of block arrangements. We chose to have classes every other day for the year (for a full year course, every other day for a semester for a semester course). Some scenarios do a full “year” in one semester by meeting every day, but we did not see that being as good for students and a big departure from the past, making it hard to implement.  We called one day of class A and the other B (4 classes for students each A day, 4 each B day. Normally teachers had 3 assignments each day, 3 on A, 3 on B).
It is good to go ahead and assign A and B days a semester at a time, or the whole year, alternating A and B for every class day for the entire time. That way teachers and parents can make personal plans for missing for appointments, etc.  If we had an emergency where we missed a day for snow or something, we would change the schedule for a short period of time to accommodate the problem. We would change schedules for usually less than a week to get back on track with the semester plan. For example, if we had a snow day on Monday, potentially an A day, we would make Tuesday an A day so the students and teachers did not have 2 classes in a row and miss a block for the A day…missing a block is a bigger deal than missing a shorter class. So, Tuesday became A, Wednesday B, Thursday, A. Then if there was no other way, on Friday we would do all 8 classes, just short. This let teachers and students get in a good place to go back to the regular, planned rotation the next week. I hope that makes sense! We got back to the scheduled rotation that was on the calendar within a week, but tried to soften missing a block due to emergencies. I would not let the occasional emergency/missed day drive any decisions, just fix it if they happen.
Not likely rotating. I put this in here because one scenario has the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th blocks each day rotating as to when they happen. Theoretically that keeps a math class from being last block all the time, for example. Another school we looked at did this. We decided it was too complicated and the research didn’t justify it as being that much better to warrant the confusion. So, we wound up keeping whatever class was 1st, the 1st each A or B day it was held. I can make a case to rotate, and we left it open for comment at this point. But, leaned to not. One of our big goals for going to block was to simplify life, and rotating would not do 
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that. If you have other goals than simplify, you might use rotating times.
High School. At this point, the decision had been made to use in high school for sure. Studies showed block better  for high school. Studies were mixed on junior high/middle school. But, apparently not worse just not strongly better as in high school. We did decide to not only use it in our “junior high” of 7 and 8, but also in 5 and 6 (although in those, some blocks were split into two for specials regularly).
Two things drove us to use block in 5-8. One, shared facilities and some shared teachers. While we could make it work with high school in block and others not, it was simpler and better use of resources. Again, simpler for teachers and administrators. Second, though, was simplicity/shalom for younger students. The feel of a day is so much calmer (a good thing in middle school!) when classes aren’t changing all the time. Third, I know some say the attention span of younger kids doesn’t work, but I think that is only when you don’t have good teachers; a good teacher will arrange class with changes of method for any age and attention should not be a problem. We changed, an it worked, to allow focus, teacher control, and more options for method in middle/junior high. This worked. Middle school attention in block is not a problem if done right.
I did talk with some other schools. And, found that all who did block in high school were positive. I had an interesting comment from a junior high principal who was not doing block. He told me that block was best, if you had good teachers. But, he said to me, “You know how it is,” indicating that his teachers weren’t good.
I so wanted to say, “no, I don’t know how it is.” My teachers are great…or I would get rid of them.” If I had teachers who could not do block and it was best for students, the teacher would either change/grow or leave. Kind of blunt, but it is about what is best for students.
I used this story with my teachers in the block presentation. I told them that our teachers were great and block would go well! That affirmed them. But, also put a teacher whose block teaching did not go well in an awkward place. It basically would have a conclusion that that particular teacher was not as good as the others, so a teacher who didn’t want to make it work or couldn’t, was already identified as a weaker teacher, since “we didn’t have teachers who couldn’t do block well!” I had few problems on implementation!
It was sad for the school where leadership gave in to teacher weakness to not do what is good for students.
So, we gave the knowns, which were only three at this point, but a big three: 8, A/B, and high school.
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Now we hit two pages of benefits! You will need to examine your situation and add or take away. I listed a lot, so we could all see that there were positive reasons.
Another side note: it is important for teachers to all understand the “why” so they can tell parents and students. If faculty and staff understand, and agree, then the acceptance and transition with parents and students is so much easier. Time with teachers to understand and engage is important in the transition to block (as in most big things!).
Basically for some of the benefits, the big key is this: a student can now take 8 classes and not 7.  That did several things for us, and was an important point for many families. Most of our schools have extra classes compared to public schools due to Bible. And, we tend to have more required courses in things like Math and Science. That tends to reduce the ability of students to pursue arts, technology, etc. And, to meet needs of students who have some learning disability. Block allowed us to meet a larger range of needs and gifts.
So, moving to 8 for students allowed us to:Let students pursue more fine arts; our fine arts folks were excited, even though it meant more students. Good for the program and for students with gifts in those areas (per vision!).We did have athletic periods (which I think are a mistake having coached for 24 years, but 
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that is a different topic…). It did help to make that work and still let athletes take classes in other areas.For students with learning needs, and especially those who were meeting with some of our Learner Services/Special needs team, it made it easy to schedule, less frantic, more help…the whole block thing was good for those students in different ways.We added a “for credit” time with “Learner Services” for some students, this allowed for that and kept them on track for total credits to graduate.The addition of an 8th period helped scheduling of stretched facilities. Basically it allowed more PE, more arts, etc. without additional building since we now ran 8 instead of 7 classes.Again: Simplicity! Big for us, and our crazy busyness for many of our students and families. Students only had to prepare for 4 classes in one night, not 7. Teachers, the same. There were quiet, long chunks during the day. We did expand passing to 10 minutes to allow a break between long classes, time to go to the bathroom so students would less often miss class for that, time to say hi to friends, etc. We started with 10 for junior high, but went back to 5 minute breaks for them because they didn’t handle it as well as high school. You can experiment!Less interruption: The whole plan, with 10 minute breaks, a 30 minute activity period every day, and less transition time to and from classes really resulted in sacred blocks of time for class. Teachers value the reduced interruptions and it is good for students.
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Yes, two slides to show benefits…salesman!
Four preps…already mentioned. Much nicer.Vision and community needs: already mentioned some, and specifically tied the block to the vision part here. The block emphasizes the sacredness of the class and learning, because it pulled everything else out and let teachers really do what they needed for students to learn, with focus and flexibility. So, the vision of learning. Everything in the schedule was justified to create vision of a learning community as per vision. For example, 10 minute breaks were for learning, not just for fun or a longer break…they allowed for focus in class. I had some specific examples that I shared.Flexibility in teaching methods: Huge. Teachers super appreciated this. They could plan better to help students learn. Here are two side notes, that are important.
One, if you hear complaint about blocks not working it is probably because of teacher planning and implementation, not block itself. Good teachers achieve great results. Lecture has to go as the primary method…students cannot handle a 90 minute lecture and benefit from it, except in rare situation. Other methods that help those students learn are absolutely necessary.
The teachers who had problems were the ones who tried to take old lesson plans, and fit 2 
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days into one block. Even with adjustments, it just wasn’t good. A teacher needs to rethink block. Start with the learning goals for the day so that the year’s goals are achieved, but be clear on what students need to learn to know, feel, and do by the end of the block. This is huge, clarity on where you are going, especially in a longer time period…it drives everything. Then, the teacher needs to pick methods to help those students learn those goals and plot them out according to anticipated amounts of time, with transitions clear. Obviously, plans often change as we go through them, but if a teacher doesn’t consider engage methods to help learning, switch occasionally, and be clear in transitions, block can be messy. For a teacher who does this, it works great!  
You may need some extra time for planning the first year, but really, a teacher should replan every year. Using old plans is lazy and doesn’t consider the current students whether it is block or not.
Second, the only parent complaints I had were about a couple of students who did not plan their time from day to day. These children and parents did not use a calendar to write down assignments and work ahead. They basically just thought about the next day each night and forgot two days out. That can happen without block, but for a couple of slow workers, showed itself more. Parents and students should be shown how to plan and encouraged to do so. But, that is always true!
Focus: Already discussed. Some say focus is less due to longer class, but if taught well, focus is so much  better. No distractions of bells and transitions. Big positive.
Generally, smaller classes. If a teacher teaches 100 students in 5 classes, take the same 100 and put them in 6 for 16-17 in a class. No additional papers to grade, no additional preps for most, smaller classes for better learning and ease. Yes, one more class to teach but the benefits are good and most teachers don’t mind if they don’t have more to grade or more preps! And, smaller classes were good for learning!
Time saver in routines.  This is about the transition times. If a teacher takes 3 minutes to do attendance and say hello, and another 2 or 3 to get focuses, time is saved.
We did ban class breaks during blocks. Certainly a needed bathroom trip for an individual is okay. But, not breaks. Students got 10 minutes between and teachers built in changes in method. The expectation of no group breaks worked well and protected class time and interruption of other classes.
Possible: off day support, departments. We found it easier to schedule regular department meetings with block during the day. Still couldn’t do it all  the time. Same for other support for teachers, with mentors and coaching. Easier to fit.
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In this slide I hit the work we had done, so they got a glimpse of the background, that we had done our work. I brought in some quotes from articles and books, had a couple of books to lift up and show. And, discussed other schools that were known and were doing it already…kind of a “keep up with the Jones’s idea, I have to admit.
At the start of the year, a year before we began block, I started pulling some articles off the internet and found two or three books on block (which, honestly, were marginally helpful…they gave some plans, but they didn’t really work for us and nothing that thinking on our own couldn’t have done, the books just help validate what we thought).
I started checking online with other schools and pulling off their daily schedules. I visited a couple of other schools and asked about it. Our big “competitor” in town was a private school, not Christian, Pulaski Academy. They did block and I got feedback from a couple of their teachers about how much they loved it, via one of my teachers. I used quotes from them. I shared their schedule. I talked later with the principal at a ball game and he was helpful. So, I put them first as I “sold” the idea.
Then listed three fine Christian schools who used block. I had a daughter working at Valor, so she gave me some details.
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Here is the part that is fascinating to me, and showed God’s hand in our change.I talked block up a little with a few teachers, and they were positive. Early in the year.I brought it up with my upper school leadership team and they were very positive.I brought it up with my department heads at a meeting and was surprised at how positive they were. Some questions, but very positive. And, thankfully my Math head had taught in block and loved it. My Foreign Language head had a good friend who taught block and loved it.The door was open!After a little more work, I shared it with our school leadership team and head. I got their wholehearted agreement.Then, talked with some students along the way, and they loved it.But the time we got to mid year and this presentation, we had different people and groups sign off, at least on strongly pursuing it as a possibility. And, they started thinking.I kept asking different individuals about things in the fall, but when we got this presentation and time for the widespread discussion, we were already in a good place. Not settled, but open doors.I think the approach of planting seeds, talking, listening…this approach made the transition easy and positive.
I shared the process we had gone through, so the teachers could see it was just my wild idea!
I also shared a few things from articles I had looked at…easily found on internet.
So, we did vision that gave context and was a topic that needed settled at that time.I gave the funny slide but the one with the girl protesting, so we learned it was a broad, and common idea.I said what we knew, kept that simple but clear. And, the unknowns gave teachers a place to target with input.I went through benefits.I went through how we got where we were and other schools use.
Now, next steps!
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What’s next? Teachers ultimately want to know, how does it affect me? 
I had told them some, and I have to admit, I had not brought up some things. But, I did here and left them unsettled.Honestly, while I thought I knew some of this, I really wanted their input and wanted to do more research. We knew block and high school. So from mid year to late February, we explored and settled most of these, although some didn’t get totally done until summer, like exact  class time.
Amount of class time: I told them the possible scenario and how we could focus and avoid interruption, to sell what really was a little reduction in overall minutes. But, with focus and guarded class times, now.
I made sure that the concerns that seem to often come from Math (and Foreign Language) were opened up, so we could explore. I did research, Math students learned just as well in block as not, so the data was helpful as we looked at this. 
I was open about energy to rethink teaching. Actually, not really because I already expected quality pedagogy with goals, variety of methods, etc. But, it would take energy to rethink doing block. I know some administrators are worried about this, and their teaches are. But, 
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for the vast majority, it isn’t that complicated. (Unless the teacher has been only lecture or winging it, in which case it is complicated…you can’t wing a block, maybe a shorter class, but not a block…it requires planning, which should happen anyway.)
Side note: I think that actually learning was even better with block because it did force quality planning and teaching every day, in every class. You couldn’t fake it for 80 or 90 minutes without a mess and loss of control. Every minute became important, and we emphasized the sacredness of class time with the changes to block and schedule. Great learning/teaching happened even more consistently because block forced it, or it would show it wasn’t.
Quality of teachers. I think this is where I told the story of the school that said they couldn’t do block because teachers weren’t good. It was encouraging to my teachers for them to know I believed in them.
We had to figure out class load, a big deal. I explained some of the benefits to them, as I noted earlier.  I emphasized that we wanted to be fair. Getting rid of side duties like study hall occasionally was a bonus for most; we assigned study halls as full semester classes which worked better for consistency and we tried to get teachers to do them who liked study hall more than others.
Overall, I got zero complaints about load. We tried to be fair, and other than fine arts, teachers didn’t get more students. Fine arts like it. We did keep some teachers at 5 classes in their 6 assignments, if load or preps warranted. And, we could let some new teachers have a lighter load for a year, for coaching. Going to the 8 periods allowed us to tailor teaching assignments better for teachers, or at least we really tried to. I did note that they had student contact the same amount as with the old way. I went through my data on minutes of teaching and contact briefly. I really emphasized that we thought they would like the change, as some teachers were already saying from our research.
One small problem: we had some part-time teachers who were paid by percentage of full-time. If you go to 6 periods as standard full-time load, and a part-time stays at 3 classes, if you use percentage to pay, the part-time teacher loses. 3 classes was 60% and is now 50%. We made sure they were treated fairly, usually individual discussion of the problem and getting them to do something “extra” that fit their bent. Just something to watch and help if you make the change. This was probably the trickiest part of anything.
Back to the slide: we did not have exact times yet. We did those in summer.
After this presentation, we listened. Really tried to get concerns and hear. We made some decisions based on teacher input, like to not rotate times of blocks. We did the online discussion group for all to see. And, tried to have an open door as we settled things.
Going to block was one of the best things we did, for learning and for peace/shalom.
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I am convinced it is better for students in almost all situations.If I can dig up some data, articles, etc. I will pass those along, too.
Blessings. Let me know if I can help. Joe Neffjoe@rootedschools.orgRootedschools.org630-263-1596
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